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PERKOTEK TEKNOLOJI A.S.

"Everything is Under Control"

MP 12150 ID FINGERPRINT READING SYSTEM



MAGIC PASS 12150 ID FINGERPRINT READING SYSTEM

Magic Pass 12150 ID fingerprint system can be used to trigger turnstiles, gates and barriers.With small casing structure , it 

provides easy use on narrow and thin profiles . With sabotage alarm feature, it gives alert against disassembling   

       

With this device, passings can be done not only with fingerprint, but also by card and password  It is very simple to use and 

500 fingerprints and 500 proximity cards can be registered. It can be used safely in temperatures between +60 and -45 

degrees.        

Factories

Prisons

Business centers

Dining Halls

Airports 

Logistics Areas

Academies

Gyms

Public institutions

Police Stations

Hotels

Activity Areas

Stadiums

Residences

Military Areas

Fair Entries

Smart Buildings

Dams

Shopping malls

Public Transport Stations

Usage Areas
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Technical Features

Eliminates the problem of card 

carrying and password recall. Your 

ID which will identify you is on your 

fingerprint. However, passing can 

be resulted by the card and pass-

word if desired.    

Thanks to Wiegand output, it 

works integrated with panel 

systems.    

Recognizes fingerprint in less than 

0.2 seconds and allows quick pass-

ing.    

In card access systems, solidarity of 

swiping more than one person's 

cards commonly seem for a staff. 

The fingerprint recognition system 

is also 100% safe in this respect.  

Provides professional access 

control by making passing-sched-

ule authorization on individual and 

group basis.    

Highlights

It can control the door, turnstile, 

barrier or other electronic devices 

by triggering with its internal relay. 

Thanks to its small dimensions, it 

can be easily installed on door sills. 

Password Capacity  : 

Finger Print Capacity : 

Card Capacity : 

User Capacity : 

Card Types :  

Passing Types :  

Incorrect Acceptance :  

500  

500  

500  

500  

125 kHz EM Proximity card.  

Fingerprint, Card, Password  

<0.0001%  

Incorrect rejection :   

Operating Light  :   

Connection style :   

Operating voltage :   

Operating temperature :   

Operating humidty value :   

Dimensions :   

<0.0001%   

0-10000LUX   

Wiegand In&Out.   

DC 12V / 2A    

0 - 40 degrees   

%20 - %80    

88 x 88 x 35mm   
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It can warn insiders by ringing the 

bell and melodies connected to the 

button on its front side.    


